We use the anomaly cancellation of the M-theory fivebrane to derive the R-symmetry anomalies of the A N (0, 2) tensor-multiplet theories. This result leads to a simple derivation of black hole entropy in d = 4, N = 2 compactifications of M -theory. We also show how the formalism of normal bundle anomaly cancellation clarifies the Kaluza-Klein origin of Chern-Simons terms in gauged supergravity theories. The results imply the existence of interesting
Introduction
Anomalies are related to topology. Hence anomalous couplings are robust and serve as effective probes of the terra incognita of theoretical physics. In this note we use anomalous couplings to learn about the six-dimensional superconformal (0, 2) models with nonabelian gauge symmetry. Our main result is equation (2.5) . As a corollary, we easily recover the formula for black hole entropy in M-theory found in [1] . Our main technique is similar to that used in a recent discussion of the Chern-Simons term of D = 11 supergravity in the presence of 5-branes [2] . Our considerations turn out to be useful in explaining the Kaluza-Klein origin of Chern-Simons terms in gauged supergravity. This is the subject of section three. We also comment on a mismatch between anomalies in the AdS/CFT correspondence and its implications.
Anomalies of the (0, 2) theory

The anomaly polynomial
The fivebrane of M-theory has chiral world-volume fields which lead to potential anomalies in diffeomorphisms of the five-brane world-volume W 6 as well as in diffeomorphisms which act as SO(5) gauge transformations of the connection on the normal bundle N . The anomaly is determined by an eight-form I 8 . There are two obvious contributions to I 8 .
The chiral world-volume fields of the fivebrane lead to a contribution I zm 8 (Q 5 ). The second contribution arises from anomaly inflow as a result of the coupling [3, 4] In [2] it was pointed out that there is a further contribution to the anomaly which arises from a careful treatment of the Chern-Simons term of D = 11 supergravity in the presence of fivebranes. With ρ the integral of a bump form dρ and e 
n−1 = dω (1) n−2 for a closed gauge invariant n-form ω n global angular form e 4 /2 by e 4 = de 
where σ 3 ≡ ρe
3 /2. Here we have also removed a tubular neighborhood of radius ǫ surrounding the fivebrane. The variation of S ′ CS may be computed using a result of Bott and Catteneo [6] and leads to a contribution
which cancels the remaining anomaly.
The cancellation of all anomalies for a charge one fivebrane gives us confidence that the anomalies must also cancel for arbitrary charge Q 5 fivebranes. Unfortunately this is difficult to verify explicitly because the world-volume theory for charge Q 5 is not sufficiently well understood. This theory is a non-Abelian tensor theory with (0, 2) supersymmetry.
Instead, we will assume that the anomalies do in fact cancel for all Q 5 and use this to predict what the anomalies of the non-Abelian (0, 2) theory must be. This is easily done since the bulk supergravity contributions from (2.1) and (2.3) can be computed reliably for Q 5 > 1. Note that the contribution to the anomaly from I inf 8
is linear in C 3 hence linear in Q 5 while the contribution from I CS 8
is cubic in C 3 and hence cubic in Q 5 . Thus anomaly cancellation requires that
where [5] :
Here T W denotes the tangent bundle to the fivebrane worldvolume W , and N is the normal bundle to W in the bulk M 11 .
The extension of (2.5) to the D and E series of (0, 2) theories and to the nonabelian (0, 1) theories remains open.
Application 1:
Correlators in the (0, 2) theory Equation (2.5) contains some nontrivial information about the current correlators of the (0, 2) nonabelian superconformal theory of nonabelian tensor-multiplets. This theory has an OSp(6, 2|4) superconformal current multiplet J whose structure is given in part by [7] :
µ , J I µνλ , J µν ), where I = 1, . . . , 5 is an so(5) ∼ = usp(4) Rsymmetry index in the fundamental of so(5), the scalar term J (IJ) is in the 14, J
[IJ] µ are the R-symmetry currents in the adjoint 10, the anti-selfdual 3-form currents J I µνλ are in the 5 and the energy-momentum tensor J µν is a singlet. These currents can be coupled to a contragredient multiplet of background fields Φ bosonic = (π (IJ) , A
[IJ]
µ , S I µνλ , h µν ) to form the generator of current correlators:
The result (2.5) for the anomaly polynomial implies that if ǫ [IJ] is an infinitesimal so (5) transformation then the normalized correlator is:
6 (ǫ, A, h)
where ω 2n = ( The details of this calculation are worth doing, but we have not worked them out. The argument might be similar to the discussion in appendix A of [8] . Nevertheless, without
working out the details we may make some qualitative observations. The Q 3 5 dependence of (2.5) is in accord with the expectations from black hole calculations [9] and with a large Q 5 calculation of the conformal anomaly using the AdS/CFT correspondence [10] . The novelty here is that we also predict an exact correction to the leading Q 3 5 dependence which is down by 1/Q 2 5 . Equation (2.5) provides some interesting clues to the structure of the still unknown microscopic description of the (0, 2) theory. For example, it is quite likely that (2.5) and (2.8) can be used to derive an infinite number of correlation functions when the (0, 2) theory is compactified on 6-folds of SO(4) × SO(2) holonomy. The strategy follows the ideas of [11] . One would start with the group cocycle class associated with (2.5), then twist the theory to produce a scalar supercharge Q so that some of the currents are Q-exact.
The absence of gauge fields contragredient to the Q-exact currents in the effective action then fixes the actual group cocycle representing the class (2.5). This determination of the "trivial cocycle" fixes the kinetic terms in a generalized gauged WZW-type action. The resulting WZW-type action then serves as a generating function for an infinite number of current correlators.
Application 2: Black hole entropy
A precise check of (2.5) and its connection to the conformal anomaly can be made by reducing the world-volume theory to a 1 + 1 dimensional conformal field theory. To do this we consider wrapping a charge Q 5 M-theory fivebrane on a supersymmetric four-cycle P in a Calabi-Yau threefold X. The string has an SO(3) normal bundle and the zero mode and inflow contributions to the anomaly fail to cancel by a term involving p 1 (N ). As for the fivebrane this anomaly was shown in [2] to be cancelled by a modification of the Chern-Simons term of D = 5 supergravity.
We now consider how the story changes when we scale the homology class P 0 → Q 5 P 0 .
Demanding that the anomaly be cancelled for charge Q 5 wrapped fivebranes predicts that the zero mode anomaly is given by
where [2]
whereP 0 is the dual to P 0 .
The string obtained from the wrapped fivebrane is described at low-energies by a conformal field theory with (0, 4) supersymmetry. The right-moving superconformal algebra has an SO(3) Kac-Moody algebra whose level k is related to the SO(3) normal bundle anomaly above. Specifically, the level k is equal to the coefficient of p 1 (N )/4 in (2.10) which gives
The right-moving Virasoro central charge is given in terms of the level of the SO(3) KacMoody algebra by c R = 6k so we see that the conformal anomaly has terms cubic and
Let us now compare our result for c R with the result in [1] . We assume that P 0 is the divisor class of a line bundle L 0 defining an embedding of X into projective space (that is, L 0 is "very ample"). In particular, the linear system |L 0 | has no basepoints (i.e. points where all sections of L 0 vanish). Then, for Q 5 > 0 the linear system |Q 5 L 0 | also has no basepoints and by Bertini's theorem the homology class Q 5 P 0 has a representative by a smooth 4-cycle. 2 If the 5-brane is wrapped on such a smooth 4-cycle the analysis of the zeromodes used in [1] is justified, and leads to exactly the same result, c R = 6k with k given by (2.13). This confirmation of a known result gives us added confidence in (2.5).
We would like to conclude this section with an observation on black hole entropy and anomaly inflow. As discussed in [1] , the microscopic configuration of a fivebrane wrapping the five-cycle P × S 1 and with momentum along the S 1 can be described in a certain The previous analysis determined c R by cancellation of the normal bundle anomaly, but c L − c R and hence c L can be determined from cancellation of the tangent bundle anomaly. In particular, the tangent bundle anomaly on the worldsheet is given in terms
This has to be compared with the anomaly inflow from variation of the term
coming from reduction of C 3 ∧ I inf 8 on the manifold X. We thus see that the cancellation of the tangent bundle anomalies requires c L − c R = Q 5 c 2 · P 0 /2. This again is in agreement with [1] , and gives c L = 6Q 
Chern-Simons terms in Gauged Supergravity
Gauged supergravity theories in odd dimensions typically contain Chern-Simons couplings of the gauge fields. These have been found in the literature using the Noether method to determine the supersymmetric completion of the Einstein action. Recently these Chern-Simons terms have been of interest in connection with the AdS/CFT correspondence [13, 14, 15] . Indeed, following [15] we identify the background fields Φ of (2.7)
with the "boundary values" of the AdS 7 maximally extended supergravity multiplet and Γ[Φ] as the on-shell supergravity action (suitably regularized). In particular, it follows [15] that the anomaly on the boundary of AdS space associated with the variation of the Chern-Simons terms should match the anomaly computed in the boundary CFT.
Since gauge supergravities arise from compactification of higher dimensional theories on compact spaces with isometries (typically spheres in the simplest examples) it must be possible to understand the Chern-Simons terms from Kaluza-Klein reduction [16, 17] .
Unfortunately, such reductions are notoriously subtle, and to our knowledge have not been carried out in the literature to the non-linear order necessary to see the Chern-Simons terms. We will show here that the formalism necessary for smoothing out brane sources has a direct application to this problem. We then comment on the matching of anomalies.
Chern-Simons terms in AdS 7
Seven-dimensional supergravity in AdS 7 with gauge group SO(5) arises by KaluzaKlein compactification of M-theory on S 4 [18] . The vacuum configuration is given by the standard metrics on the maximally symmetric space AdS 7 × S 4 and
with ǫ 4 the volume form on S 4 and / G 4 = G 4 /2π. In order to carry out a Kaluza-Klein reduction it is necessary to expand the metric and four-form field strength to include fluctuations. This was done at the linearized level in [19] , but the extension to the nonlinear theory is not obvious. The required ansatz is highly constrained by the requirements that G 4 be gauge invariant under SO (5) 
where in the last step we have used the Bott-Catteneo formula. Using (2.9) above we may compare with the expressions in the supergravity literature [20] and we find agreement.
In addition to the order Q [21, 22] . If we restrict attention to the leading order in a derivative expansion the Kaluza-Klein reduction is easily carried out as follows. The integration over S 4 requires a factor of the volume form. We extract this term from e 4 (A) (the other terms contribute to higher derivative interactions). Next we observe that, to leading order in the derivative expansion the spin connection in the standard Kaluza-Klein ansatz, restricted to a cross section of the trivial bundle AdS 7 × S 4 → AdS 7 is simply a direct sum connection
on AdS 7 for T (AdS 7 ) ⊕ E where E is a vector bundle associated to the SO(4) tangent space group of S 4 , and restricted to , so we may use the formula for the total Pontryagin class of a direct sum p(E ⊕ F ) = p(E)p(F ), which is valid at the level of forms for a direct sum connection, to obtain the Kaluza-Klein reduction on AdS 7 to leading order in derivatives: 
Implications for the AdS/CFT Correspondence
The AdS/CFT correspondence requires matching of the anomalies computed in the CFT and from variation of the Chern-Simons terms in AdS supergravity. This matching has been verified in detail at large N [24] .
Since the anomaly is exact, we can also ask whether the anomaly matches at subleading order in N . Consider for example the correspondence between N = 4 SYM and supergravity on AdS 5 × S 5 . Classical supergravity predicts the Chern-Simons term has coefficient N 2 . On the other hand, the exact coefficient can be computed from anomaly inflow arguments. Since the gauge multiplet on the D3 branes is SU (N ), and not U (N ) [15, 25] , the exact coefficient of the Chern-Simons term must in fact be proportional to 
The quantity on the right hand side is a (D − d)-form with integral one over the transverse space and delta function support on the brane. In order to have a completely well defined and non-singular prescription in such cases we need to smooth out the delta function source.
Having done this we will see that in the presence of a non-zero SO(D − d) connection on the normal bundle we will have to modify the right hand side of (A.1) in order that it transform covariantly under SO(D − d) gauge transformations.
This has been done in [2] for the case of the M -theory fivebrane. After defining a radial direction away from the brane, we cut out a disc of radius ǫ around it. That is, we We now give explicit formulae for the global angular form on a real vector bundle E → M with metric and connection. Let E 0 be the complement of the zero-section.
If rank(E) = 2n + 1 is odd then the sphere bundle has fibers S 2n . The global angular form e 2n on E 0 restricting to the volume form on the fibers of S(E) satisfies The cohomology class e 2n satisfies [6] [e 2 2n ] = π * (p n (E)), (A.8)
Moreover, at the level of differential forms we have π * (e 3 2n ) = π * (e 2n π * p n ) = 2p n (A.9) for the expression above.
If rank(E) = 2n is even the sphere bundle has fibers S 2n−1 . There is a global angular form e 2n−1 on E 0 restricting to the volume form on the fibers of S(E) such that 
